I. INTRODUCTION

S
IMILAR to mobile phones and laptops, the lithium-ion batteries of electric vehicles (EVs) and plug-in hybrid EVs (PHEVs) lose capacity and power with time and usage [1] . In small devices, this is not very problematic because battery replacement is affordable, devices can still work connected to the power plug, and normally, technology evolution is so fast that most people replace the whole device by the time the battery depletes [2] . On the contrary, EV batteries cost thousands of dollars, thus replacement is not foreseen [3] . A battery for traction services is considered inappropriate when it has lost about 20% of its unaltered capacity. This capacity loss has been studied in many laboratories for different types of cells and under different controlled conditions [4] . Repeating specific tests after a number of cycles or months makes the tendency of parameters to be relatively simple to identify and, consequently, to estimate the state of health (SOH) [5] , [6] . Unfortunately, conditions in a vehicle are not so repetitive and controlled, e.g., the way the vehicle is driven, the way temperature influences the SOH, the state of the car when it is being charged, the length of time the car stays parked, and the location where most of the driving takes place (city, landscape, or highway). Each of these aspects affects the battery in different ways and may lead to nondesired chemical reactions [7] . Thus, it is very difficult to find a common situation that provides robust and reliable parameters to estimate the SOH. It is important to know the SOH of a battery to calculate, for example, the range that can be covered with a full charged battery or the necessity to replace the battery at the end of its lifetime. Battery lifetime is something that car manufacturers are truly concerned about: to keep the eight to ten-year battery warranty. For this reason, many researchers and engineers are implementing all sorts of algorithms in their battery management system [8] . These algorithms go from the simple Coulomb counting [9] to more complicated methodologies such as support vector machine techniques [10] or statistic tools such as particle filtering [11] , among others [12] . In this paper, we have analyzed the aging effects for one year of use on a plug-in hybrid vehicle (PHEV) in Spain. We focused on two battery characteristics: internal resistance R i and the switch-off voltage recovery V recovery . Although using onboard data, the analysis has been done offline, in contrast to Kalman filtering or blackbox, which are online techniques. However, the implementation of the presented methodology can be integrated in online systems.
II. METHODOLOGY
Temperature, voltage, current, and energy exchanges are the parameters mostly used to track the battery behavior. Based on these four parameters, this study focuses on two derived variables to delve into the battery aging analysis using onboard data: R i and V recovery .
A. R i Calculation
Normally, to calculate the R i of lithium batteries in laboratories, Ohm's law is applied after a specific current flow for 18 s [13] . As these specific conditions are impossible to obtain while driving, the ratio between the delta voltage and current after 1 s was used in the following [14] :
To reduce the errors resulting from small denominator values (I t − I (t−1) ), the only R i values that have been taken into account come from current drops of at least 20 A: ΔI ≥ 20. With this method, hundreds of R i values were obtained per trip. In the top part of Fig. 1 , the differences between charge and discharge on internal resistance are appreciable after processing these values using a moving average [15] . It has been reported in literature that at a higher state of charge (SOC) and temperature, cells have higher potential activity and, hence, lower 0018-9545 © 2015 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. internal resistance [16] . Since the top part of Fig. 1 (top) shows that R i is reduced along the trip and the battery discharge SOC, it means that temperature and SOC should play an important role. The relation between the battery SOC and the temperature [see the bottom part of Fig. 1] shows that, effectively, temperature increases during the trip, which means that temperature has a higher influence onto the internal resistance than the SOC. This fact was also observed by Huria et al. [17] when they defined that the R i is composed of several resistances, e.g., ohmic, charge transfer, solid electrolyte interface (SEI), etc., and explained that some of them depend more on temperature than SOC.
B. R i and Aging
To proceed with the EV battery R i analysis along a year, an average R i value per trip was used. Then, these R i values were first correlated with time, observing its particular behavior as trips were distributed randomly during a year. This same R i correlation was done against the total capacity exchanged by the battery. As it will be shown in the results, nothing could be extracted from these two comparisons, and finally, R i was related to temperature to observe any clear tendency.
C. Voltage Recovery
A similar procedure was followed for the study of voltage recovery using EV on-board parameters. Four factors, described by (2), define battery voltage [13] 
V resistance represents the ohmic voltage drop visible at the beginning of current flow, with the electrolyte resistance being the major contributor. V reaction is principally caused by electro- chemical and chemical reactions at inner surfaces. V diffusion is caused by a deficit or surplus of reactants. Finally, the equilibrium voltage is the measurable battery voltage after a long period without use. As aforementioned, V equilibrium is not reached immediately after disconnection; there is a transition period and a voltage stabilization time, and the effects of reaction and diffusion progressively decrease [18] . From a theoretical point of view, the voltage relaxation could be used as an indirect measure of degree of lithiation in the cathode and the anode of a lithium-ion battery. These states of lithiation, in turn, determine the SOC of a battery. Therefore, the relaxation trends, over the course of a battery life, keep changing as a consequence of lithiation states in the two electrodes. Additionally, during battery use, there is a loss of active lithium, which is mostly caused by the SEI growth, and the side reactions seem to be the major cause during storage periods [10] . Accordingly, if a battery voltage relaxation is compared under two identical operating conditions, the differences observed should be considered an indicator of aging. In fact, this transition period has been widely studied, and there are also patents relating it with the aging [19] . From now on, this effect will be defined as V recovery . When analyzing the driving data from the PHEV, the major problem was to find pauses that are long enough to observe the voltage evolution and to have similar operating conditions that would lead to a possible aging correlation at the same time. In PHEV, this situation was found at the end of long trips, when the battery has been fully discharged. In the specific case of the studied PHEV, after the car was stopped, the battery continued transmitting data for 5 min. A V recovery example during the last 5 min is shown in Fig. 2 . It can be observed that it follows a logarithmic curve with different slopes on each measurement, never finishing above 2 V.
V recovery is calculated by subtracting the instantaneous positive voltage step V stop at the current cut and the battery voltage V 5 min after 5 min from it, i.e.,
The V recovery evolution has fast, medium, and long-time memory relations with current, SOC, and voltage conditions previous to this transitory state. In this paper, it is assumed that the V recovery starting conditions are similar. V stop and SOC are almost the same in all cases, due to the fact that the battery was discharged. Additionally, the current flows before switch off are also similar in all cases. In fact, whenever a driver finishes a trip, the car demands low current intensities for 15-100 s prior to the car stopping completely. We observed that these currents were around 2 and 4 A. Therefore, we assumed that the fast memory dependence and part of the medium memory dependence were alike for all trips. As it happened with R i , V recovery strongly depends on temperature. In fact, temperature is another factor to be taken into account when searching for the similar conditions needed to evaluate the V recovery . To determine the exact temperature effect on V recovery , pulse tests at different temperatures and SOC using a single cell were executed under laboratory conditions. In our laboratory, the precise and fast measurement devices needed for this accurate test have a limited working voltage range from 0 to 18 V. Therefore, we could not put the whole battery (280-370 V) under test to evaluate the temperature effects. However, the results from the PHEV battery capacity test, done at the beginning and at the end of the project, showed that the different cells inside the battery had a similar SOH (with a difference lower than a 2% SOH). Moreover, it has been checked that the cells response is similar by taking a look to the voltage evolution during the relaxation periods. These two facts allowed us to conclude that the study of a single cell to extract the temperature effect on the V recovery was robust enough. The tested cell is the same as the cells mounted in the PHEV battery, which are prismatic NMC cells with a nominal capacity of 40 Ah. V recovery response is presented in Fig. 3 for temperatures of -18 • C, 0
• C, and 35
• C and in steps of 10% SOC. There are two details to highlight from these responses.
• The first detail is that cold temperatures cause higher V recovery and, thus, lower responses and slower voltage stabilization.
• The second detail is that around 70% and 30% SOC, V recovery is lower (either way, the voltage stabilization is faster), whereas in the edges, at 10% and 90% SOC, we find the worst responses. These results are directly related to the lithium-ion cell characteristic dSOC/dOCV peaks [20] .
The usual lower discharge capacity limit for PHEV batteries is around 25%-30% SOC [21] This is close to the point where we took the voltage recovery data from the EV. Therefore, this is the SOC in which the cell thermal analysis was done. The equation related to the V recovery , and the temperature is presented in Section III.
D. Voltage Recovery and Aging
To start with the analysis of the relations between V recovery and aging, the first thing to do was to calculate V recovery for each trip by (3) . This showed a dispersed cloud of points that should be arranged. As aforementioned in Section II-C, it is necessary to have similar conditions to evaluate the aging effects through V recovery . Two methods were used to find these similar conditions: The first condition was to group the V recovery values from trips ending at similar temperatures. This showed a clear picture of the responses, but without much data per temperature range. The second method was the subtraction of the temperature correction using the equation found with the single-cell characterization multiplied by the number of cells from the PHEV battery, i.e.,
where V recovery is the value obtained directly for each trip, n cell is the number of cells in the battery (84 in this case), and V recovery (T ) is the voltage recovery correction factor at the temperature when the car stopped. This process allowed the evaluation of the impact of normal use on aging and a possible way to implement new data to the algorithms that evaluate the SOH with onboard data.
III. RESULTS
A. Internal Resistance Study
It is reported in the literature that R i increases with cell and battery aging [22] . To analyze if this parameter is useful for SOH determination with onboard data, a first comparison was done relating the R i average per trip and the SOH of the battery. Instead of observing an ascending slope as the SOH decreased, it could be observed that this relation goes up and down independently; therefore, it showed that there was something more relevant than aging forcing this behavior [see the top part of Fig. 4 ].
Knowing that temperature is a key factor for internal resistance calculation, we took special attention on battery temperature and climate conditions over the year. Thus, it was observed that the internal resistance values increased during winter and got much lower on summer. As shown in Fig. 4 , the internal resistance apparently has no correlation to the SOH. It was observed that the ambient temperature changed with time: lower at the beginning and end of the tests and higher in the middle. To evaluate the Arrhenius-like temperature effect on R i , in the bottom part of Fig. 4 , the temperature effect has been removed. As shown, the internal resistance stays almost constant against SOH until the end of the battery life in the vehicle. The 3-D representation of both temperature and SOH (see Fig. 5 ) shows the effect of temperature as a major cause of battery R i change, but it does not bring much information about aging tendency on R i .
B. Voltage Recovery
Here, we focused on V recovery during the last 5 min of the trips. Similar with R i , the first step we did was to find visible relations between the V recovery , temperature, and SOH with the data obtained from the vehicle. In Fig. 6 , its relation is presented in a 3-D overview that demonstrates a weak but existent interaction between them.
An effective way to isolate the temperature effects on aging was achieved by grouping the V recovery values in three groups of temperatures: 25
• C, 30
• C, and 40
The results are shown in Fig. 7 , where the aging effect is observable by the positive slope of the tendency curve. The temperature effect is also appreciable by the lower V recovery values at higher temperature. It is also visible that, at higher temperature, the dispersion is also lower, and the correlation is stronger. The few data points available for these specific temperature ranges and the dispersion derived from the 1-s data acquisition in the vehicle lead to a severe variability at lower temperature. However, the tendencies are noticeable.
The same relation is visible in the battery V recovery evolution during the 5 min when the car is harvesting data from the battery before completely switching off. The lighter colored curves in the top part of Fig. 8 , which are the curves with lower SOH, demonstrate the aforementioned tendency and have higher voltage values than those that made less charge and discharge cycles. To offer a useful algorithm for SOH calculation using V recovery with onboard data, it was necessary to go deeper into the temperature analysis. It started with the laboratory tests using a new single battery cell. After the characterization of V recovery at different temperatures and SOC states presented in the methodology, the study was centered at the 30% SOC. This is the SOC where the V recovery is calculated using onboard data.
The laboratory equipment offers higher resolution and shorter time steps (in the PHEV, the data were saved every second). This fact allowed a more accurate observation of the V recovery evolution during the first few seconds and minutes after cell disconnection. The V recovery evolution that can be observed in Fig. 8 (middle) confirms that, at lower temperatures, we obtain higher transition times to achieve the voltage stabilization, which means higher internal resistance and capacitance. Moreover, it can be noticed that it was during the first 2 s after cell disconnection that there are higher voltage differences. This means that, if the voltage recovery starts counting 1 or 2 s after the current cut, the differences encountered in the final value might differ up to a 50%, as shown in the bottom part of Fig. 8 . Hence, the growing variability of the V recovery values obtained at lower temperatures with onboard data can be explained by the fact that the data harvesting in the car is done every second. In any case, in the middle part of Fig. 8 , it was observed that V recovery against temperature follows an exponential behavior described as follows:
where a = 147.95, and b = −0.0286 at 30% SOC for the analyzed cell. When exporting this analysis to other SOC or cell type, the parameters should be recalculated.
Equation (4) is used to eliminate the temperature effect on the V recovery calculation with the PHEV onboard data. The resulting V recovery values are dominated in this paper as temperature-corrected recovery voltage. The temperaturecorrected recovery voltage is presented in the bottom part of Fig. 9 , where, effectively, the dispersion is reduced compared with the bare V recovery values in the top part of Fig. 9 . Moreover, it can be appreciated as a light but linearly increasing tendency that confirms the applicability of this tool for aging monitoring. Therefore, enclosing the temperature correction, the V recovery strategy can be included in SOH algorithms by integrating the following from the trendline in the bottom part of Fig. 9 V recovery = −0.28581 · SOH + 3.0307.
It should be taken into account that EV batteries are expected to last for eight years or more, which means that even if the results of one year seem to provide some evidence of aging, it should be confirmed with the acquisition of real driving data during a longer period of time. An additional way to improve the results would be to introduce shorter time intervals for onboard data harvesting, as it has been proved that most of the variability of the obtained results comes from the first few seconds after the current cut. Finally, one last option to offer more robust results could be achieved by giving moreweight to the values obtained at higher temperatures (which offer more correlated results) and less weight to the values at lower temperature.
IV. CONCLUSION
Although, under laboratory conditions, the internal resistance is an aging monitoring parameter, the difficulty of obtaining robust and accurate values from onboard data calculations makes it not so interesting to follow in real-life EV algorithms. In fact, when the battery reached the 82% SOH, the internal resistance was mostly affected by temperature changes rather than by aging. On the contrary, at the end of the trips, the recovery voltage is foreseen as a key parameter for SOH assessments. Moreover, if the recovery voltage wants to be implemented in SOH algorithms, it should always consider, at least, temperature corrections to calculate the useful life prognosis of batteries. Although the results are encouraging, more data are needed to confirm and validate this preliminary approach. Indeed, many alternatives to provide better results have been already proposed.
In this paper, it has been shown that it is possible to estimate the SOH of the vehicle battery systems with rough onboard data. To implement precise and detailed SOH algorithms using the V recovery methodology, multiple cell tests under laboratory accelerated aging conditions should be launched, or more data from monitored cars has to be available. 
